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2017: Mid Year Review and Outlook 

 

 

Knightbridge Capital Mid-Year Review and Outlook 

As we stand at the midpoint of 2017 it is difficult to reconcile the historically low volatility and how exactly we 

arrived at this point considering the political divisions in Washington, rising interest rates and global uncertainties. 

On the surface, it might seem volatility and caution should have dominated financial markets but there was little sign 

that investors restrained their appetite for risk in financial markets.    

Let’s  take a look… 
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Exchange Traded Fund 
Equity Indexes 

Performance through June 30, 2017  

Index ETF Ticker Year to Date 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 

Vanguard Total Stock Market VTI 8.90% 18.51% 9.05% 14.54% 

iShares MSCI EAFE EFA 14.78% 19.94% 1.15% 8.58% 

Vanguard FTSE Emerging Markets VWO 15.03% 18.84% 0.77% 3.33% 

Exchange Traded Fund 
Fixed Income Indexes 

Performance through June 30, 2017 

Index Ticker Year to Date 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 

iShares Core U.S. Aggregate Bond AGG 2.40% -0.41% 2.49% 2.16% 

SPDR Barclays High Yield Bond JNK 4.58% 10.69% 2.18% 5.01% 

1. Source: Morningstar 
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Asset Allocation Portfolios1:  

Exchange Traded Fund 
Allocation Indexes 

Performance through June  30,  2017  

Index ETF Ticker Year to Date 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 

iShares Core Aggressive Allocation AOA 9.96% 15.42% 5.41% 10.37% 

iShares Core Growth Allocation AOR 7.85% 11.32% 4.72% 8.23% 

iShares core Moderate Allocation AOM 6.19% 7.82% 3.54% 6.04% 

iShares Core Conservative Allocation AOK 5.22% 5.89% 3.05% 4.68% 

With such strong performance in equity markets during the first part of 2017 it is easy to become complacent or 

perhaps worse – greedy. Exhibit 1 illustrates the Return to Risk Ratio of the S&P 500 index and the Barclays 

Aggregate Bond index over the past 3, 5, 10 and 15 years as compared to representative ratios since 1926 through 

the end of 20162.  Simply put, the graph provides a reference anchor to consider risk and return in a longer context.  

Notably equity yields for the trailing 3 and 5 years has provided significantly higher than average output per unit of 

risk.  Accordingly, investors should prepare for increasing volatility in equity markets.  

1. Source: Morningstar    
2. Nuveen Wealth Management Services: Asset Allocation-Risk and Reward 1926-2016.    
3. Return to Risk Ratio data table:  

4.     

  S&P 500 Index  Historical Ave  Difference   Barclays Aggregate Bond Index  Historical Ave  Difference 

3yr 0.93 0.57 0.36  0.86 1.02 (0.16) 

5yr 1.53 0.57 0.96  0.77 1.02 (0.25) 

10yr 0.47 0.57 (0.10)  1.37 1.02 0.35 

15yr 0.59 0.57 0.02  1.31 1.02 0.29 

 S&P 500 Index  Barclays Aggregate Bond Index 

 Return Risk Return:Risk Ratio  Return Risk Return:Risk Ratio 

3 yrs 9.61 10.35 0.93  2.48 2.90 0.86 

5yrs 14.63 9.56 1.53  2.21 2.86 0.77 

10 yrs 7.18 15.21 0.47  4.48 3.27 1.37 

15 yrs 8.34 14.08 0.59  4.48 3.42 1.31 

Exhibit 1. 1.3. 
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Conversely, the fixed income yields have provided lower than average returns per unit of volatility for the past 3 and 5 

years. This pattern may well persist as the Federal Reserve continues to withdraw from the accommodative policy and 

interest rates of the past several years.    

Risk in financial markets does not necessarily translate to negative returns.  Risk in financial terms generally relates to 

volatility but not necessarily negative returns.  The data point from Exhibit 1 illustrates a negative value for the S&P 500.  

The absolute return for the S&P during that period was 7.18%.  As we encourage investors to take pause, review their 

current financial plan, risk tolerance and understanding of how their portfolios may behave during times of increased 

volatility and how they can best manage their reactions.   

 

         Market Overview - Winds of Change; Market Volatility Likely to Increase 

The first half of 2017 provided a little bit of everything for investors.  Strong returns for both equities and fixed income 

coupled with low volatility made for a pleasant first half of the year.  The question now becomes, can this current friendly 

environment continue or are markets about to experience some turbulence?  We view the current landscape as neither 

rocky nor docile, but believe that a good portion of the positive results year-to-date have come ahead of the needed 

enactment of the new administration’s proposed domestic agenda and this is where we begin to worry.  The track record 

of our Congress in getting things done over the past decade or so has been abysmal and while equity markets have 

benefited greatly since the financial crisis it has been more from the accommodation of monetary policy providing the lift 

and not from a strengthening economy (given the below-trend GDP growth of the past few years).  While 2016 had its fair 

share of market moving events (early-year selloff in equities and high yield on the heels of declining oil (and broader 

energy commodity) prices, the Brexit vote and the U.S. Presidential election), maybe the front half of 2017 was a relief rally 

on nothing of similar magnitude occurring and ahead of potential market-friendly legislative enactment happening?  From 

here, we see two very different outcomes for the second half of the year: 1) equities selloff in a modest fashion as 

likelihood of tax reform and infrastructure spending get pushed into 2018 while the bond market holds serve as yields 

bounce between the low-2% and mid-2% range; or 2) equities continuing their move higher on what has been better 

earnings growth (S&P 500 earnings grew low double-digit percentages in Q1 and expectations call for +8% in Q2 (though 

this has come down from a  month ago)), likely setting table for beating of expectations and a figure closer to Q1 (when 

similar expectations were revised downward into earnings season only to be bested when reported).  We continue to try 

to read the tea leaves in ascertaining which direction markets move from here, but admit this is not so easy.  Finally, one 

other scenario could play out, though the likelihood of this looks to be fleeting somewhat, and this includes Congress 

enacting tax reform and an infrastructure bill late this year ahead of current expectations which coupled with the expected 

stronger earnings growth could drive markets even higher.  This said, our predisposition is to maintain our neutral stance 

with respect to equity allocation (shifted down at end of Q1 from +5% exposure to equity in the average allocation at year-

end 2016).  Similarly, with fixed income our neutral stance takes into consideration the risk/reward relationship currently 

at play as well as the limited supply of enticing paper in the marketplace.  As always, we believe a properly allocated 

portfolio is one that is well-diversified across asset classes and is cognizant of the risk inherent in these assets.   

Equity 

Equity markets, both domestic and international provided about a year’s worth of return during the first half of 2017.  In 

contrast to the first half of 2016, when equities sold off dramatically during the first six weeks of the year only to rebound 

and finish +4% at the mid-point, this year a very strong Q1 rolled into a solid Q2 and performance at the mid-point of the 

year is in the +8% range for domestic markets and much higher internationally (developed markets +14% and emerging 

markets +18%).  We believe that much of the strong performance is on the heels of a new administration and the 

potential for business-friendly legislation from tax reform to infrastructure spending to a broad relaxation of regulation 

which had pressured many different sectors and industries within the economy.  So far so good on the equity market 

doing its part, Washington, DC must now step up and “deliver the goods” and this is where a dose of volatility likely 

comes in given Congress’s track record of not producing meaningful, helpful to masses legislation.  A keen eye towards 

movement of this fiscally accommodative agenda is paramount in the near- and medium-term as failure to pass at least 

the less political part of this agenda (corporate tax reform and infrastructure) over the next 6-9 months will likely lead to 

a modest pullback of 5-10% in domestic equities.   While improved macroeconomic conditions (across the globe) coupled 

with modestly higher interest rates may be the recipe for another solid year of domestic equity returns, given what the  
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first half provided, risk is elevated given valuations (which we view as fair, but not worthy of any increased exposure to 

equities) and the need for market appreciation to come through earnings growth and not from multiple expansion.   

From a size perspective large- and mid-caps have outperformed YTD benefiting from a stronger global macroeconomy as 

the percentage of sales coming from international markets is on average greater than that of small cap companies.  This 

was a stark reversal to what happened late in 2016, post the election where smaller companies perceived to have a higher 

percentage of domestic sales outperformed larger companies. During Q2, the performance gap between larger capitaliza-

tion stocks and smaller capitalization stocks narrowed and this has continued more recently.  A positive for the broader 

market would be this trend continuing.  Internationally, the emerging market category was the standout increasing ~18% 

in the first half of 2017, driven by strong returns in India and China.  Additionally, developed international markets posted 

strong returns, increasing ~14% on average, buoyed by solid performance across much of Europe.  Coming back to the 

U.S., growth outperformed value across the board (reversing H2-2016’s performance) as prospects for a stronger domestic 

economy as well as better than anticipated global growth drove a shift towards risk assets within equities.  Sector perfor-

mance was led by Health Care, Technology, Consumer Discretionary and Industrials all outperforming by sizeable margins 

(200 bps or better relative to the broader market), while Energy, Telecommunications, Financials and Consumer Staples 

lagged by varying modest margins.  Internationally, growth also outperformed value but by a smaller margin across each 

size range.   

 

 

 

What had been expected to be a challenging time for a broader fixed income market that had been anticipating higher in-

terest rates has actually been just more of the same.  Year-to-date, the fixed income has produced workman-like returns in 

the mid-2% range for investment grade debt and ~4% for high yield.  Except for the Treasury market which has outper-

formed on the medium- and long-end, increasing ~4% and ~8%, respectively (while the short-end was in line with expec-

tations), fixed income performance has been pretty normal thus far in 2017.  This contrasts what was seen immediately 

after the election and into year-end when rate pressures were quite evident.  By September this limited volatility environ-

ment will likely start to buckle ahead of a slew of potentially significant upcoming key issues including the Federal Open 

Market Committee’s beginning to unwind it’s ~$4T balance sheet, the upcoming debt ceiling debate, the federal govern-

ment’s budget for 2018 and reconciliation around that and the appropriations process to fund the government.  The likeli-

hood of these issues not creating tense moments for the broader bond market is nearly nonexistent. 

Through the first half of the year, the best performing fixed income categories excluding the Treasury complex have in-

cluded Preferreds (with financials standing above the broader category) +7%, Emerging Market Bond (with the local cur-

rency emerging market subset outperforming) +6.5% and High Yield (both corporate and municipal) +4.5%.  The high 

yield complex has been able for the most part to withstand softness seen across the commodities spectrum (and more spe-

cifically oil-related) which is thus far much different than the weakness experienced in early 2016.  Areas within fixed in-

come that have underperformed thus far in 2017 include inflation-protected and floating rate which saw just slight in-

creases of ~1.0% and ~0.5%, respectively, not surprising given the back and forth in interest rate yields experienced 

through the first six months of the year.     

 

  

  

Fixed Income 

KbC Equity Strategy Model Portfolios  

The first half of 2017 provided strong returns and KbC’s equity strategy model portfolio strategies performed above 

our expectations.  While our expectations for 2017 called for high single digit percentage growth for domestic equity 

markets, the first half of the year surpassed even our expectations.  As we look to the second half, we believe that 

while the trend for domestic equities remains favorable, gains similar to those experienced in the first half of the year 

seem unlikely and investors should expect modest returns at best.  That said, we will use extended domestic equity 

rallies as an opportunity to trim elevated positions (against our price targets) and re-allocate those proceeds into the 

beta isolator (index ETF; ie. Vanguard Total Stock Market ETF (VTI) or Vanguard Dividend Appreciation ETF (VIG)) 

as a way to remain exposed to the market but to do so with less reliance on individual positions.     
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Performance within the two KbC Dividend Strategies was strong during the first half of the year benefiting from our 

philosophy regarding dividend-paying strategies that employs a barbell approach of holding both consistent dividend 

payers and those increasing their dividend at outsized rates vs. the broader market (ie. S&P 500).  The outsized dividend 

growers, mostly considered growth stocks performed much better than the consistent dividend payers, mostly value 

stocks and this corroborated growth’s outperformance of value YTD benefiting the strategy.  Conversely, as the strategy 

began tilting modestly more towards outsized dividend growers at the end of 2016 anticipating a better macro outlook, 

the failure of the 10-year U. S. Treasury yield to break out above the 2.5% level in consistent fashion has likely negatively 

impacted performance.  That said, we don’t manage our portfolio strategies for the near-term but instead try to identify 

and hold companies that we feel have a greater success of outperforming over an entire market cycle.  The solid 

performance YTD was driven by a host of positions including Blackstone Group (BX) +27%, Ameriprise Financial (AMP) 

+22%, PPG industries (PPG) +18%, UnitedHealth Group (UNH) +18%, Reynolds American (RAI) +17%, Lockheed Martin 

(LMT) +16% and Allergan (AGN) +15%, all outperforming the broader market.  Conversely, there were a few 

underperformers including Energy Select Sector ETF (XLE) -14%, JM Smucker (SJM) -8%, Ford Motor (F) -7% and Kraft 

Heinz (KHC) -4%.  New positions in the first half include: Ford Motor (F) and JP Morgan Chase (JPM); while exited 

positions include: Wisconsin Energy (WEC) and Walt Disney (DIS). 

 

KbC’s Market Strategies performance was mixed during the first half of 2017 as its core focus with exposure to defensive-

leaning positions (mainly food staples companies) including JM Smucker (SJM) -8% and Kraft Heinz (KHC) -4% lagged 

the broader market.  While the positions have been significant alpha (producing an abnormal rate of return in excess of 

predicted return) producers over time, they were out of favor during the front part of the year.  Additionally, smaller 

positions in Energy Select Sector ETF (XLE) -14%, Ford Motor (F) -7% and Starbucks (SBUX) +5% had minor negative 

impacts to performance but remain well-positioned within their respective spaces, hopefully generating potential alpha 

moving forward.  Positives were aplenty throughout the strategy including Ameriprise Financial (AMP) +22%, 

UnitedHealth Group (UNH) +18%, Technology Select Sector ETF (XLK) +14%, Citigroup (C) +13%, Ball (BLL) +12% and 

JP Morgan Chase (JPM) +7%-since position initiation on May 17th.  New positions in the first half include: CVS Health 

(CVS), Energy Select Sector ETF (XLE), Ford Motor (F), JP Morgan Chase (JPM) and XL Group (XL); while the exited 

position was Acadia Healthcare (ACHC). 

Dividend Strategies 

Market Strategies 

Mid Cap  Strategies 

KbC’s Mid Cap strategies experienced multiple challenges during the first half of the year.  The pressure most recently 

came from the strategy’s Rite Aid (RAD) position as the company’s scheduled merger with Walgreens Boots Alliance 

(WBA) fell-through amidst significant weight from regulators worried about anti-competitive forces within an already 

crowded marketplace (where we scratch our head) as well as how to dispose of certain stores in an effort to lessen these 

anti-competitive pressures.  Additionally, similar to our Market strategies, exposure to defensive-leaning positions which 

have benefited the portfolio producing significant alpha over time reversed course and have underperformed year-to-

date.  These positions include JM Smucker (SJM), Pinnacle Foods (PF) and Newell Brands (NWL).  Our conviction in all 

three companies remains strong and we believe each offer outsized risk/reward attributes over the medium- and long-

term.  Finally, positions in Acacia Communications (ACIA) and Range Resources (RRC) have been significant detractors of 

performance where the investment thesis of each has been called into question and for ACIA we decided to exit the 

position just recently on weakness regarding both revenue and profit margins along with issues around component 

quality with one of its three main contract manufacturers.  For now, RRC remains in the portfolio as we feel it has been 

oversold at these levels resulting from weakness in natural gas prices and likely warrants further time in the portfolio 

given its high quality/large scale/low cost structure oil and gas asset positioning within the Marcellus Shale and Northern 

Louisiana regions.  New positions year-to-date include: 2U (TWOU), Acacia Communications (ACIA), Assurant (AIZ), IAC/

InterActive (IAC), Oclaro (OCLR), Pinnacle Foods (PF) and Tyson Foods (TSN); while exited positions include: Acacia 

Communications (ACIA), Acadia Healthcare (ACHC), Mednax (MD), Tractor Supply (TSCO) and Wisconsin Energy (WEC).  

The information provided herein is the opinion of Knightbridge Capital and subject to change without notice. It is not to be construed as investment, legal or tax advice. Past 

performance does not guarantee future results.  This publication may contain forward looking statements which reflect our best judgement based on factors currently known but 

involves significant risks and uncertainties.  Actual results will differ from those anticipated in forward looking statements as the result of changes in underlying assumptions 

including, but not limited to systemic, macro and company-specific risks. Citations made in this publication are believed to be from reliable sources but are provided without 

warranty.   Knightbridge Capital is an investment management option available through Prentice Wealth Management, LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Adviser.  Securities 

offered through Cadaret, Grant & Co. Inc. member FINRA/SIPC.  Advisory services offered through Prentice Wealth Management, LLC.  Prentice Wealth Management and Cadaret, 

Grant & Co. Inc. are separate entities. 

 


